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What could drive markets going forward? 

2019 surpassed all expectations and resulted in excellent performances in all asset classes. Low interest rates have been a key driver for flourishing
markets worldwide. Rising unease about the unintended consequences of this strategy and doubts about its effectiveness – particularly in countries
where rates have been kept in negative territory for years – leads to the pressing question: What other policies could be applied?

1) One option is to increase rates
The Swedish Riksbank has raised its benchmark interest rate for the second time by 25 basis points to zero in December 2019, thereby
ending its negative yielding policy that lasted for the last five years. Surprisingly, the move occurred amid signs of weakening economy
and lower inflation in 2020. The central bank argued the current policy provided a better “vantage point”. At the same time it was made
clear that further tightening would not occur for quite a while.

2) Quantitative Easing (QE)
Has been mentioned as an alternative to lower rates by the Swedish Riksbank. QE is deemed to be a relatively more flexible policy. The
ECB is probably the most prominent user of this tool applying it currently with an open-ended duration.

3) Tiering
The ECB introduced this system to offset the impact of negative rates and to ease terms on long-term loans to banks.

4) Reducing commercial banks’ reserve requirement ratio
The Chinese central bank cut this ratio once again this year on January 7, thereby unleashing roughly $ 115bn in funds.

5) Forward guidance
This is one of the most efficient classic tools.

At the annual meeting of the American Economic Association, former Federal Reserve chair Janet Yellen made some intriguing statements:
Structural forces, including an aging population and sluggish productivity, were holding down interest rates. These factors were apt to prove chronic
by nature. While monetary policy has a meaningful role to play, it was unlikely to be sufficient in the year ahead. The US could afford to:

6) Increase federal spending and
7) Cut taxes

to support the economy in a recession even though government debt has risen sharply in recent years.
%
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What could drive markets going forward? 

Monetary policies conducted by central banks and fiscal policies steered by governments should ideally present only temporary stimulus measures
that help market dynamics to regain power. Economies have recently suffered most from political uncertainties. The upcoming signing of the US-
China “Phase-1” deal could unleash one of the most compelling factors for future growth: recovery in business investments. This might finally end the
malaise in the manufacturing sector and invigorate growth, which has mainly been driven by the services sector over last year. This optimistic view
only holds if the de-escalation of trade tensions is lasting and will incorporate vital points.

Conclusion:

The monetary tool box offers plenty of opportunities, but many of them seem close to exhaustion. Fiscal policy will become a more
important driver henceforward. The Eurozone will struggle in this respect as fiscal policy remains in the hands of individual countries that
have totally different dynamics. The US however might use this tool to an increasing degree already this year given the presidential
election later this year. We expect political de-escalation between the most powerful economic powers to unleash some capital
expenditures thereby supporting global economic growth. A recession could consequently be avoided.

Source: Bloomberg Source: Bloomberg
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2019 Performance major asset classes in local currencies

%

Source: Bloomberg
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Performance major asset classes in 4Q in local currencies
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Source: Bloomberg
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Performance Major Asset Classes in 4Q 2019

• The riskier Fixed Income part and Emerging Market bonds outperformed in the final quarter of last year driven by the perceived 

progress towards «Phase-1» trade deal between the US and China. Additionally, investors attenuated their recession risk 

expectations following Fed Chair Powell’s statements. Sovereign and aggregates underperformed. 

• In Equities the enthusiasm for a possible trade deal and a slightly weakening USD finally triggered a boost for emerging 

markets that had underperformed during most of the year. China led the gain with a staggering 14% performance, while the 

MSCI Emerging Market rose more than 9%. China also benefited from supporting central bank policies. The FTSE 100 see-

sawed given Brexit uncertainties, but rallied in December following the election triumph of Boris Johnson. 

• The USD gave up some of its strength on positive developments on the trade front and more risk-on markets. 

• Commodities reversed to the upside due to their cyclicality and an improving China picture. 

• Real Estate ended in negative territory as interest rates moved higher.  

• Hedge funds increased slightly. 
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How are we invested? Why?

Asset allocation

 Overweight Cash (Fiduciaries)

 Overweight Equities

 Underweight Bonds

 Alternatives consisting of mainly        
non-directional Hedge Funds, Capital 
Protected Investments and Gold

%

Source: Lotos Asset Management Source: Lotos Asset Management
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How are we invested? Why?

Within Equities

We are currently overweight

o US overweight

• Economic growth is solid, apart from the manufacturing sector.
• Federal Reserve policy is still supportive. 
• Tax cuts and federal spending may be used. 
• Valuation slightly above mean.
• In 2020, earnings are expected to steadily improve each quarter, resulting in an estimated high-single profit growth.
• We purchased the lagging Russel 2000 ETF in November. 
• The conflict with Iran might only be superficially calmer. Immediately after the US airstrike we reinvested in gold 

through an ETF reflecting the bullion price as gold stocks seem valued too richly. We reduced a value fund and 
invested in a oil ETF, reflecting oil stocks. The Strait of Hormuz closing temporarily is conceivable. But there are also 
fundamental reasons to support the energy sector, which substantially lagged in 2019. Valuations levels are 
attractive, dividend yields elevated and cash flows as well as returns are expected to improve. In single stock 
mandates we bought Cyberark Software, which we consider a leading company to fight cyberattacks. While the 
market seems to celebrate the de-escalation between US and Iran, we expect proxis of Iran to attack US interests in 
a surprising and violent way. We therefore keep these positions. 

o Asia-ex Japan and Latin America overweight

• The People’s Bank of China is actively supporting economic growth and is anticipated to follow this path going 
forward. 

• Signs of stabilization in Chinese manufacturing.
• US-China relations will continue to be dynamic.
• We bought an ETF reflecting the MSCI China end of November on perceived serious de-escalation between the US 

and China. 
• Latin America is equal weight.
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How are we invested? Why?

Within Equities

o Japan equal weight

• As we expect political tensions to reignite and hence the JPY to gain strength, we equal weight export-sensitive 
Japan for the time being. While fiscal measures are seen positively, they are also intended to offset earlier installed 
sales tax increases. 

o Europe and UK equal weight

• Economic picture in the Eurozone still mixed. For equities to run further a clear improvement is needed.
• As mentioned previously, fiscal measures are complicated in Europe as these are managed by individual countries 

that show divergent dynamics. Furthermore, the UK will eventually no longer contribute to EU budgets. 
• We have not been invested in the UK for quite a while given the Brexit uncertainties. Mid-October we established an 

equal weight position in unhedged GBP on the expectation of a clear win of Boris Johnson in the election. The 
explicit victory substantially reduced Brexit uncertainty and removed the possibility of a hung Parliament. While the 
shorter term prospects might be complicated and difficult, we expect the UK to benefit longer term from the gained 
independence as they can now tailormade their monetary and fiscal policy and increasingly benefit from their 
business-oriented culture. We therefore only equal weight the UK for the time being but intend to overweight it over 
time. 
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How are we invested? Why?

Within Fixed Income

o We keep our conservative positioning and focus on quality.

o We have broad diversification with focus on US corporates.

o We keep a relatively short duration.

o We redeemed T-Bills and purchased corporate bonds with short duration. 

Within Alternative Investments

o We have reinvested a 2% allocation to gold (see previous remarks). 

o The main position is in uncorrelated hedge funds. 

o We sold a strongly underperforming hedge fund in favor of a Capital Protected Structured Product that invests in 
companies that contribute to lowering carbon emissions, actively solve climate change problems and provide 
technologies, products and services in energy efficiency. 
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Disclaimer

%

This report has been issued by Lotos Asset Management AG solely for information purposes and is not intended to be an offer,
recommendation or solicitation to purchase or sell an investment product or to employ a specific investment strategy. It is intended for
the recipient’s sole use and may not be forwarded, used or reproduced for any other purpose. Although information in this document has
been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, Lotos Asset Management AG does not represent or warrant its accuracy, and such
information may be incomplete or condensed. All estimates and opinions in this document constitute Lotos Asset Management AG’s
judgment as of the date of the document and may be subject to change without notice. Lotos Asset Management AG will not be
responsible for the consequences of reliance upon any opinion or statement contained herein or for any omission. Lotos Asset
Management AG does not make any representation nor guarantee that it has completely researched or performed due diligence
procedures sufficient to identify all significant risks within the strategy, the investment product, or the manager and thus assumes no
liability for losses arising from the use of this report. Historical data on the performance of assets, investment products or strategies does
not represent any indication for future performance.

Lotos Asset Management AG is an active member of the Financial Standards Association (VQF), the leading industry organization for
independent asset managers (BOVV) in Switzerland. The Federal Financial Market Supervisory Authority (FINMA) officially recognizes
VQF as a self-regulatory organization (SRO) with regard to the combating of money laundering (GwG). In addition, Lotos Asset
Management AG is compliant with standards in the asset management industry and the agreement on the Swiss bank’s code of conduct
with regard to the exercise of due diligence (CDB16). The exclusive place of jurisdiction is Switzerland.


